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History. ln the beginning, there was Norwich Hospital.
Founded in 1 902 to get people with mental illnesses out of poor
houses, it grew to house over 3,000 people. lt shrank gradually
over the last 50 years until only 1 10 were left when it closed in
1996. lt was an "asylum," a protected place where people were
safe from the pressures of community life. Until the 1950s, there
were no effective treatments for severe mental illnesses.
Psychosis was episodic, but recurring. People who left the
hospital in good shape usually returned in worse shape because
they had no support in the community.

At one time, state hospitals were self-sufficient communities,
growing their own food, managing livestock, and making what
they needed. As in prisons, patient labor kept labor costs low.
Without effective treatment, a diagnosis of schizophrenia was a
one-way ticket. Families were told to forget their loved ones. As
more people got sick than died, the population of state hospitals
grew every year until 1955, when net discharges exceeded
admissions because of the first anti-psychotic medications.
Crowding always threatened to ovenrhelm therapeutic
programming, but most modern community services existed at
one time or another in the hospital.

Places like Nonruich Hospital did everything for patients,
whether they needed it or not. At one time, people with
schizophrenia were thought to lose the ability to think or care for
themselves, so they needed a total institution to care for them.
That is no longer true. Most people with mental illnesses can live
independently in the community ffthey have help with specific
deficits.

It has taken some people longer than others to accept this.
ln the last 30 years, the leadership of the Connecticut mental
health system has grown into a national leader in system design.
As they embraced each new idea, they faced opposition from
those who had seen the old ways work and prior experiments fail.



Many Norwich Hospital staff were in the vanguard of community
care, but others were in the rear guard. Even today, some
community members and elected officials lament the closing of
the hospital.

The Rowland administration did the right thing for the
wrong reason. It closed Norwich and Fairfield Hills Hospitals to
save money-almost $100,000,000/ year at the end, not because
most patients did not need a hospital level of care. Some of that
money was supposed to be used to replace the hospital with
adequate community programs. lnstead, almost all of it went to
the state's general fund and some people with mental illnesses
wound up homeless or in jail. The Department of Mental Health
and Addiction Services (DMHAS) has had to create special
programs to deal with homelessness and to divert non-violent
people from jail because that promise was not kept.

Attitudes. The dependence of hospital patients created a
constant tension. Most staff respected the patients' humanity, but
they also had to contend with delusions, cognitive impairments,
and sometimes primitive, suicidal, or violent behaviors. Rules
were geared to the most regressed. For instance, as late as
1990, nurses shaved a series of male patients with the same
razor. Only consideration of blood-borne infectious diseases led
to getting individual razors for each man.

Because people lived on wards of 20 to 40 people, it was
easy for staff to see them as groups, not as individuals. Most
patients smoked because tobacco companies had once donated
large quantities of cigarettes as a "public service." Of course, the
patients became addicted to them. ln the days before smoking
restrictions, cigarettes were rationed as rewards and staff
controlled the matches. ln later years, a mental health worker
might talk about "smoking the patients at 2:00," meaning that his
ward would be taken outside for a cigarette break.



Expected length of stay decreased gradually as treatment
and community alternatives improved and as state budget
pressures increased. Today, people who would have spent
months at Nonuich Hospital spend a week at Backus. Even 20
years ago, no one thought about discharge for weeks, until
medications and the ward routine had calmed-some say
deadened-- the patient. Then, discharge was a reward. Staff
created a life in the community and inserted the patient into it.
Today, it is an expectation. People have apartments and the help
they need to keep them, including medication management, bill-
paying, rides, and help with appointments. They maintain their
community relationships just as medical and surgical patients do.

Community programs. The first non-profit community
programs began in the late 1970s, Reliance House as a drop-in
center in Norwich and First Step as a residential program in New
London. First Step was a program of Lutheran Social Services,
with the slogan, "Faith Works by Love." While it always treated
people well, it had a more conservative philosophy and more
limited expectations for its clients. Reliance House was a secular
entity formed by people involved in human services and politics.
Its slogan was "Self Reliance is Our Goal."

Reliance House's first employee is still its Executive Director,
David Burnett. His philosophy was radical acceptance-if you
treat people well, they will live up to your expectations. His focus
was on coping with life in the community. For example, the early
intake form asked if the person had an umbrella.

Budgets and programs expanded during the 1980s, as the
system realized that people who did not need a hospital level of
care still needed help with logistics, symptoms, and daily activity.
The state offered to pay for residential, vocational, and clubhouse
services and the community agencies responded, and grew.
Non-profit community programs saved money both by doing less
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for increasingly self-reliant clients than the hospital, and by paying

staff much less.

Some states replicated a hospital level of control of
medications and activities of daily living in group homes. Not only
did residents not cook for themselves, they did not learn to cook.
But by the time Connecticut created a community system, the
field had moved on to scattered site apartments. This too shifted
the cost from the state to the individual, who paid rent with money
from Social Security and state rental supplement. Clubhouses,
soup kitchens, and fast food restaurants provided some meals,
but preparation for community living gradually improved. Today's
programs are built on teaching skills. Younger clients can expect
to be more independent than older clients were.

The clubhouse illustrates the ambivalence of the system.
The first clubhouse was Fountain House in New York, founded by
discharged patients in 1948. lt developed a whole system of
programs to meet unmet needs before the state realized the
need. lts core belief was that people with mental illnesses have
the skills to care for themselves unless the system drums it out of
them by long custodial care. "Members" Set and met obligations.
Most staff had diagnoses but had had highly skilled jobs before
getting sick.

Fountain House set a high standard for performance. lt
guaranteed employers in its vocational program that a job would
be done. lf the assigned member could not work on a given day,
another would fill in. lf no members were available , o staff person
would do the job. The job belonged to the program, not the
worker, but the program belonged to the members. Thus
members had the sense that they controlled their own destiny and
lived up to those expectations.

Recreating this idea in small towns was hard. We did not
have the range of employers or jobs. Most staff here were not
consumers and had grown up with hospital-based expectations



that consumers could never be that independent or reliable.
Reliance House and First Step both created clubhouses, but
despite several attempts at revitalization, they have deteriorated
into old style hospital day programs, with crafts and outings.

The system also tried several times to create free-standing
consumer-run programs, but each foundered because the
leadership was not strong enough or broad enough. "someplace
Else" had an old staff house on the hospital grounds in the early
1990s, but failed when one founder intimidated the others.
"Certifiable Citizens" and "Connecticut Self-Advocates for Mental
Health" were later attempts. ln the early-2000s, the state-
operated Southeastern Mental Health Authority created
"Pathways," but it was a casualty of the 2002 budget crisis. The
state and federal governments now have a new initiative to use
consumers as staff in case management programs, but it is not
clear whether other staff will accept them as colleagues or let
them do the full range of activities that case managers do.

As in the hospital and clubhouses, early community
agencies were both respectful and patronizing at the same time.
First Step once had separate staff dining rooms and bathrooms.
Reliance House had "sheltered businesses" that eventualty closed
because they were not run like businesses. The lron Skillet
restaurant was the best of these and was moderately successfut
for several years.

Early Reliance House organization charts had the members
on top to show that it put members first. people with mental
illnesses were on the staff and board of directors, and many other
early staff people were in recovery from alcohol abuse. Over the
years, demands for expertise and credentials escalated and few
of those early people could get jobs today.

ln 1989, at least seven Reliance House staff were also
clients, with little conflict between the roles. Except that most
worked part-time, they were held to the same standards as



undiagnosed staff. However, clients as a group only controlled
the clubhouse activity program. Most committees had consumer
members, but few carried much weight. Most members were
tokens, placed on committee after committee because they were
respected as individuals and to show how progressive the system
WAS.

Artreach was the first organization controlled by people with
mental illnesses. The two founders, Ronna Keil and SJ Williams,
both initially worked for First Step, which would not sanction their
more ambitious efforts. They broke away, called themselves the
Second Step Players, and eventually secured independent
funding from foundations and the state and federal governments.
They began with amateurish talent shows but grew into a
respectable community theater troop, sharing members with other
groups and performing original material one weekend a year for
21 years at the O'Neill Theater Center in Waterford. Their
material centered on the experience or treatment of mental illness
and they became a powerful voice for community education. The
group has appeared before general and professional audiences
both regionally and nationally, spawning a wave of interest in
performing groups made up of consumers.

ln recent years, Second Step has diversified into music,
mindfulness, and stand-up comedy, with a core group of
performers and an ever changing group of newcomers. At 25,
Artreach is one of the oldest such programs in the world, but
faces a continuous struggle to maintain its audience, manage new
people and programs, and run an organization. Nevertheless, the
unusual quality of Artreach's leadership - and perhaps strategic
patronage from the leaders of the local mental health system -
has made it one of the few to survive.


